[Analgesic effects and mechanism of Yuanhuzhentong capsule].
To study the analgesic effects and mechanism of Yuanhuzhentong capsule. The rats trigeminal nerve headache model, the migraine model caused by nitroglycerim, and the mice hot plate test. The rat formalin test were used to evaluate the analgesic effects. The effects on mice automative activities, the content of monoamine neurotansmitters in rats trigeminal nerve headache model and the hemorrheology in model of blood stasis were investigated to analyze the analgesic effects. Yuanhuzhentong capsule can prolong the latency of the rats trigeminal nerve headache model and reduce the durante dolors. It can relieve the reaction caused by nitroglycerim in different times and increase the threshold in mice hot plate test. It can decrease obviously the response time of the chronicity pain model rat caused by formalin in second phase and also decrease the counts of automative activities in 5 min. It can increase the content of 5-HT and decrease blood viscosity in blood stasis model rats. The results indicated that Yuanhuzhentong capsule has obvious analgesic effects, and the mechanism concernes with the sedation, adjusting the secretion of NT in brain and improving the blood circulation.